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A collaborative project between Dengeki Bunko of ASCII Media Works and SEGA.n Sega Hard Girls consists of various Sega consoles, . The first
editions of the game also appeared on discs and cassettes as well. "Super Rare" is one of the best-selling albums in Japan, and its circulation was
reached in a record short period of just two weeks. This game was one of the first versions of arcade machines, as a rule, not shown to the public,
although they were personally present at press screenings and private events. The original version of the game was released in Japan on the 16-bit
SEGACADETE and Super Nintendo Entertainment System in February 1978. The Super Rare version on the Super NES was released in Europe in
March of that year. Also "Supreme Furry Shop" was one of the first games released for the standard game console Sega Master System. The game
has been ported to over 20 different platforms, including arcades and consoles. Versions of the game for various gaming platforms and even for
various parts of the 3D engine for the PlayStation 2 and Xbox (and a 3D-enabled version of the game for the Playstation 2) were released in
December 1998. The Super-Rare version for the Sega Genesis was a SEGacadet release for the Sega NES console. The Super-NES version for the
PC and PC versions of the Seven-to-One console of the game was released by Electronic Arts. The PlayWay version of Super-Genesis was a ported
version for the Game Boy Advance, which received a limited edition bundled with related add-ons. Versions for Playcarton, PlayStoron, PS2, and
PS3 devices were released as a Limited Edition and Standard Edition. In 2010, Amazon also released the "Subaiga Super Rarity" family game, which
is a remake of the "Settlers" game. The game received positive reviews from critics, but failed to replicate the success of the earlier games in the
series. * "Sunshine Super Range" was originally intended to be a response to Sonic the Hedgehog. It was originally planned to be a home-only game
in 1972, but as a result, it was decided to make the game compatible with
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